ROCKSTAR Jr. NEEDED !
Blockchain :
Internship Consultant
The Company
Founded in 2015 in Geneva, WeCan.Fund is a swiss fintech company offering crowdfunding and
blockchain solutions. The team focuses on assisting private companies, NGOs as well as public entities
that need to stand out by integrating innovative technological solutions. We contribute to this adoption
through an involvement in academics, by participating in internationally events, and by creating
associations of like-minded professionals. We believe in digitalization as an opportunity and strive
towards promoting technology in a way that it would participate in a new kind of economy, one that
would be more collaborative, impactful and more sustainable.
To achieve this goal, WeCan.Fund focuses on two main activities :
- an in-house developed crowdfunding solution allowing any organization be it private or public, to
create its own tailor-made or white-labelled crowdfunding platform
- our blockchain activity means identifying, selecting and developing a blockchain solution suited to any
entity that considers blockchain as an opportunity.

The mission
Within a team of young, ambitious, and energetic talents you will be in charge of assisting the blockchain
business unit in its research & market analysis activities as well as the business development one. You
will integrate a team where results is a keyword and where performance leads to esteem. Our ambition is
nourished by a strong team spirit. This should not be an illustration. In an everyday work life, this translates
in simple, constructed and well-executed actions.

Your profile
We are looking for a rockstar! You have completed at least four semesters at one of the best Swiss or
International engineering or business schools with outstanding academic results. You demonstrate
a first successful professional experience. You know how to prioritize tasks and are able to handle
high workloads. You are fluent in French and English. You are autonomous and demonstrate an
entrepreneurial spirit.
By the way, you will have to get friendly with the idea of jumping off a cliff and building a plane while falling.

Contract type : 6/12 months internship
Availability : ASAP
Paid internship
City : Geneva

Contact

Send your application at :
recrutement@wecan.fund
with a resume and a cover letter

